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DATES TO REMEMBER
term dates

2021

23-29 MAY
25 MAY
25 MAY
26 MAY
11 JUNE
14 JUNE
22 JUNE
16-24 JUNE

EDUCATION WEEK
BOOK FAIR - SPACE CHARACTER DRESS UP DAY
OPEN EVENING 6.00—7.30 P.M.
FULL PAYMENT DUE FOR JUNIOR SWIMMING PROGRAM—YEARS 1&2
REPORT WRITING DAY—STUDENT FREE DAY
QUEEN’S BIRTHDAY PUBLIC HOLIDAY - STUDENT FREE DAY
SCHOOL COUNCIL MEETING @ 7:00 P.M.
JUNIOR SWIMMING PROGRAM—YEARS 1 & 2.

jim bell, principal

TERM 1 28 JAN-01 APR
TERM 3 12 JUL-17 SEP

jenny reid, assistant principal

S

chool to Home Communication
As a school, we are proud of our
weekly newsletter which aims to
provide key dates and community information through its online and hardcopy
distribution. Xuno Family is a mobile
App which enhances our communication with parents and families even further as it delivers
school notices directly to parents and students! It works
through both smart phones and smart devices such as
iPads and Android tablets.
If you aren’t already a Xuno Family user, install it and
appreciate the benefits of its use for yourselves!
Additionally, we have comprehensive information on our school
website with links to programs
and events! There are staff created
videos capturing special events
such as Y ear Prep Pirate Day and
Mothers’ Day Picnic already uploaded, and student created videos
such as bp TV.
In 2021, Digital Technology student captains, Noah and
Riley and staff members Daisy and Lisa have resurrected bp TV in a different format to that previously. Tasks
from senior media sessions highlight what is happening
at Brentwood Park Primary School. Having student involvement develops the movie editing skills in our senior
students. The program incorporates these skills into the
news video that will be uploaded once a month.
The revised Bp TV format still features the principal’s
message and the “breaking news” segments as regular
components. There is a link on our school website – just
click the bp TV icon to watch the current episode! This
current episode captures the recent Year 6 camp to Adventure Resort, Phillip Island!
We encourage all our
families to regularly visit
our website as it is updated weekly!

TERM 2 19 APR-25 JUNE
TERM 4 04 OCT-17 DEC

jo-anne doran, assistant principal

F

acilities Update
With the site preparation previously undertaken
in prior weeks, this week saw the pouring of the
concrete to the area adjacent to the staffroom and to the
pathway joining the administration and Year 6 classroom
block. The works were carried out on Monday but unfortunately were impacted upon by the inclement weather!
The rendering of the east facing walls of our Year Prep
and Year 6 buildings and the painting of fascia and feature clad boards were completed last week, delivering
our consistent panorama profile for the school fronting
Bemersyde Drive!! Landscaping is the next task!!

M

eet our Environmentalists!
Most of our students are very responsible and
“do the right thing - put rubbish in the bin”,
however, there must be some who don’t, otherwise,
where would the numerous buckets of discarded snack
wrappers come from? Annette L and Smaya R of
Foundation JH as responsible young environmentalists
took the initiative and cleaned up the discarded wrappers from various locations around the school yard.
Thank you!!

E

ducation Week
This year, Education Week, will be celebrated 23
– 29 May. The theme for this year is “Building
Communities” and celebrates the connections between
schools and local communities and strengthens bonds
with families and carers. Education Week is an opportunity for all primary and secondary schools, higher education and early childhood services to showcase how they
are building connections with the community around
them.

However, how wonderful
would it be to have ALL of
our students follow their example and keep our school
grounds tidy by ensuring all
wrappers and food scraps are
placed in the rubbish bins
provided.

F

Our school’s program will include an Open Night scheduled for Tuesday 25 May 6:00—7:30 p.m. Our theme will
be Parents as Partners in Science and Mathematics Learning. Classrooms will be open for activities, however, in
adhering to the requirements of the latest School Operation Guide 27 April, density limits for public events, being one person per two square metres, will need to be respected. This is generous and would enable 25 people,
Special thanks to the key drivers of the day, Belinda including students, in each classroom. Upon arrival, parMuller, Jessica Okirua and Lorraine Bless, and to the ents are required to visit their child’s classroom and sign
parents/helpers - Nick Okirua, Poara Okiura, Andrew in with the QR code.
Bless, Lindy Penrose, Kat Oram, Sham Nagareddy,
Sean Sun, Mei Yee, Manju Kirtan, Kaylene Baxter, There is also a calendar of events on the Department’s
Bharat Bahl, Jenny Reid and Jo-anne Doran for the ros- website with free activities for school students during Education Week.
tered time given throughout the day!
undraising Sausage Sizzle
On Saturday 15 May, a number of our wonderful
parents and staff gave time to support our wonderful fundraising team’s Bunnings Sausage Sizzle!
The queues were continuous throughout the day, possibly fuelled by the comfort of eating a hot sausage in
bread garnished with onions and sauce!

Find out more www.education.vic.gov.au/educationweek

S

chool Council
At the last school council meeting, the Annual Report to the School Community 2020 was presented
and endorsed. The Annual Report is a documented celebration of the school’s achievements despite the Victorian
Community’s experience of COVID-19, including remote
and flexible learning, which had a significant impact on
normal school operations. The Annual Report 2020 includes data and commentary on:





School Profile
Student Achievement
Student Engagement
Student wellbeing

A copy of the Annual Report 2020 is available on the
school website. A forthcoming public meeting will also
be scheduled for its presentation to the school community.

Term 2
Week ending 14th May, 2021
0BC

Avi

0JF

Benjamin

for displaying a great understanding of pattern rules and making a fabulous ABCDEF
pattern with unifix.
for fabulous pattern making in maths.

0JH

Benadee

for always being a positive and friendly member of FJH!

0LP

Liya

0MB

Apolonia

for doing a FABULOUS job with your reading. You read with expression and fluency.
You are a SUPERSTAR!
for the amazing pictures she draws in class.

0TL

Billy

for being a super positive student and a great friend to his classmates.

1AB

Zayden

for working hard to improve your reading and writing. Well done!

1HG

Minakshi

for coming to school each day with a gargantuan smile and keeping it on all day.

1KC

Shreya

1SD

Laila

for your wonderful retell of ‘The Very Noisy Bear’. Great use of the retell rope to
prompt you.
for being resilient and respectful to her friends.

1NG

Hetvi

you are confidently contributing to class discussion. Super Job!

1TN

Menuli

for writing an excellent letter with interesting questions and statements.

2AK

Lexi

for persisting when learning the “jump” strategy for subtraction in maths.

2CM

JC

for making a terrific effort with your CAFÉ 5 activities! Well done.

2RG

Paige

2CV

Sadie

for her confident use of adjectives and VCOP in her story writing. You are a
superhero!
for working towards excellence in your maths using the “jump” strategy.

2SM

Jayden

for applying strategies when solving subtraction problems. Well done!

2CP

Raslyn

for showing her understanding of the jump strategy in maths.

3AD

Isla

for demonstrating her love of reading for enjoyment. Well done!

3CH

3CH

for being brilliant during our NAPLAN assessments this week!

3DK

Mehtaab

for consistently being a helpful student and looking out for others.

3ME

3ME

for your hard work and positive attitude towards NAPLAN this week!

3MS

3MS

3SA

3SA

4LM

Gursirat

for your wonderful effort and hard work completing our NAPLAN tests this week. I am
so proud of you all.
for completing their first NAPLAN. I couldn't be prouder of how hard you worked.
Well done!
for having a positive attitude and participating to the best of her ability.

4MC

Emily

4SM

Abhay

for demonstrating some excellent creative and “up-levelled” writing this week. Well
done!
for a detailed reading journal entry. Great Job, Abhay!

4TC

Masato

for your creative narrative, which was filled with description and WOW phrases!

4VK

Viraj

for applying himself confidence to complete tasks as required. Great effort.

Term 2
Week ending 14th May, 2021
5BM

5BM

for an amazing job completing all of your Naplan testing.

5EB

5EB

for working so hard this week and giving everything 100%! You are superstars!

5EC

5EC

for giving 100% and trying your best on each of your NAPLAN tests. Well done!

5LF

5LF

for 100% effort with all the NAPLAN assessment. You are all amazing!

5MC

5MC

for trying your best on each of the NAPLAN assessments. I’m so proud of you all!

6JA

Zubair

for his ‘amazing’ general knowledge.

6JL

Makayla

for the fantastic improvement made in maths this term. Well done!

6GD

Antra

for her hard work and dedication she places into all her learning activities.

6LM

Tim

6MS

Emma

because he wrote an engaging Big Write with an abundance of impressive WOW
words.
for wanting to take home extra learning in Maths.

SPECIALIST
LOTE Chunyan
2CP

for your hard work in reading aloud and tracing Chinese sentences! Well done, 2CP.

LOTE Daisy
6LM

for a great start learning “country and people” related vocabularies.

P. Arts Kenneth
4MC

for your concentration while extending our knowledge of ‘string instruments’.

P. Arts Felicity
2SM

for consistently being engaged and enthusiastic learners and for everyone giving it a
go today hammering those rhythms. Awesome!

5LF

for the class displaying a great understanding of the technical aspects of T-Ball.

6LM

6LM, you played an exceptional game of T-Ball this week. Fantastic fielding!

P.E. Jim
P.E. Mel
V. Arts Bree
5BM

for constructing a range of interesting name sculptures.

V. Arts Jessica
2CM

for your outstanding work ethic. Well done for getting all your artwork completed.

D. Tech Lisa
FJH

Congratulations for focusing so well on your keyboard and mouse skills when using
Jungle Junior typing.

D. Tech Daisy
6GD

for learning different lighting set ups in studio photography.

0TL

for your beautiful manners. Everyone said thankyou for borrowing which put a big
smile on our face! Thank you!

Library

R

educing the Risk COVID-19
The maintaining of social distancing and personal hygiene habits which includes washing hands thoroughly
and practising good sneeze/cough etiquette are all measures we can all take to combat the spread of COVID19.

